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ERRATUM 
By Sanford L. Segal 
Department of Mathematics. University of Rochester, Rochester. New York 14627 
Volume 13, Number 2 (1986), in the article, “Mathematics and German Politics: 
The National Socialist Experience,” by Sanford L. Segal, pages 118-135: The 
formal appearance of Emil Artin’s name as a supporter of the Bekenntnis der 
Professoren zu AdolfHitler, published by the Nationalsozialistischer Lehrerbund 
in 1934, was briefly discussed. It has been pointed out to me that, given the very 
uneven representation of various universities in producing signatories, and the 
apparently large turnout from Hamburg, Artin’s name may simply have been put 
down without his knowledge. 
This is also the place to correct a small error as well. In my paper Hecke is 
mentioned as a non-signatory. Unfortunately, I overlooked the appearance of 
Hecke’s name (under Hamburg). This appearance is as surprising as Artin’s and 
lends credence to the above explanation, as does the fact that Hamburg boasted 
167 signatories, more than any other institution of higher learning. 
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